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What people are saying - Write a review Mawu Fe Ame,Charles Kobla Nutornutsi Wovenu, was born in the year at
Anyako,in the Volta Region of Ghana.

As a professional writer, I really appreciate the process and approach to writing used in this program. Then I
turned them into provisional chapter titles and recorded them on fifty index cards, one for each potential
chapter. Many of us are perfectionists and find it hard to get a first draft writtenâ€”fiction or
nonfictionâ€”without feeling compelled to make every sentence exactly the way we want it. Once a week I
review these highlights and record notes about them in Evernote. During the editing process, your controlling
idea or thesis statement will help you assess whether each chapter achieves its purpose. I extracted the ideas I
wanted to write about. When writing a book, I like listening to rainfall on repeat using noise-cancelling
headphones. If you have multiple ideas for how your book should end, go for the heart rather than the head,
even in nonfiction. Your best bet to keep an agent or editor reading your manuscript? Look for words and
sentences to change and ideas to remove and expand upon. While writing allows you to flex your creative
muscles, publishing your book is a science that requires a much more logical approach. You can develop your
writing through considering your favorite books, authors and stories. Tension is the secret sauce that will
propel your reader through to the end. This a great article on the power of opening sentences, by Mark
Rubenstein. Do I want to generate a side income from my book and if so, how much? Then, organize these
themes into the patterns that would make sense in the context of chapters of your book. Make it sizzle. Hire an
Editor You might be able to write the first or second or even third draft alone, but at some point, you need
outside help. Now check your email to confirm your subscription and get a spreadsheet for tracking your
writing. Then I switch hats, tell Perfectionist Me to take the rest of the day off, and I start producing rough
pages again. After that, I got faster. Fiction writer or nonfiction author, The Marathon of the Middle is when
you must remember why you started this journey in the first place. Adding a book review will also come in
handy to attract those readers who do a drive-through by skimming through your summary and your book
cover. Rough age? He or she needs to be told to shut up. Your reader craves conflict, and yes, this applies to
nonfiction readers as well. Does a scene bore you?


